FEE SCHEDULE

Application for a Vermont Salvage Yard Permit
(Original Application or Renewal)

The annual fee schedule descriptions for a Vermont Salvage Yard Permit are as described below:

1. $1250.00 - Facilities which crush or shred motor vehicles
   
   This fee amount applies to all salvage yard operations which accept motor vehicles AND will be crushing the motor vehicles or motor vehicle parts at any time on-site.

2. $750.00 - Facilities which accept or dismantle junk motor vehicles (no crushing or shredding)
   
   This fee amount applies to all salvage yard operations which accept and/or dismantle motor vehicles, BUT WILL NOT be crushing the motor vehicles or motor vehicle parts at any time.

3. $350.00 - Facilities that manage junk excluding motor vehicles
   
   This fee amount applies to all salvage yard which do not accept motor vehicles.

4. $300.00 - Facilities which primarily handle total-loss vehicles from insurance companies
   
   This fee amount applies to all salvage yard operations which conduct business, the primary activity of which is the handling of total loss vehicles from insurance companies for resale and no other salvaging activities occur at the salvage yard site. No crushing or compacting is allowed at this type of salvage yard and vehicles may not be parted out, but must be hauled off in the same intact form as they were received.

Please make check or money order payable to “Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation”.